PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP

AMERICA FIRST
HEALTHCARE PLAN
WHAT **PRESIDENT TRUMP** IS DOING FOR YOU

We Are Saving And Improving Your **Healthcare** While The Democrats Are Trying To Take Away Your Healthcare.

We Are Making Healthcare **Higher Quality And Lower Cost**.

We Are Guaranteeing Protection For People With Pre-existing Conditions, And Always Will.

We Are Stopping Surprise Medical Bills And Making Prices Transparent—So That You Know What It Costs Before You Buy It.

We Are Making Americans Healthier, Finding Cures To Diseases, And Developing Therapeutics And Vaccines.

We Are Giving You Control Over Your Healthcare Dollars.

We Are Taking Action To Lower Drug Prices And Approved Record Number Of Generics—Democrats Are Blocking Historic Price Reductions.

We Are Fighting The Lobbyists And Special Interests; **We Are Serving Only You**.

We Are Supporting Families With Paid Family Leave And High Quality Childcare.

We Are Defending Your Ability To Keep The Doctor And Plan Of Your Choice.
MORE CHOICE 
FOR PATIENTS

Control Over Your Healthcare Dollars

Affordable Health Plans

Expand Telehealth For Millions

Expand Exchange Flexibilities

LOWER COSTS 
FOR PATIENTS

Lower Prescription Drug Prices

Transparent Upfront Pricing

End Surprise Billing

Cut Waste, Fraud, & Abuse

BETTER CARE 
FOR PATIENTS

Protect Patients With Pre-Existing Conditions

Access To Doctors You Trust When & Where Needed

Easy Control Of Your Personal Medical Records

Innovations In Treatment For Complex & Common Medical Conditions

AMERICA FIRST HEALTHCARE PLAN
MORE CHOICE FOR PATIENTS
CONTROL OVER YOUR HEALTHCARE DOLLARS

President Trump has repealed the individual mandate and given millions of Americans access to more direct control over their healthcare spending, through Health Savings Accounts and Health Reimbursement Arrangements.

President Trump commits to give financial assistance to people, not insurance companies, and ensure patients are in charge of decisions about their coverage and care.

AFFORDABLE HEALTH PLANS

President Trump has expanded access to affordable alternatives for small businesses and individuals priced out of health coverage by Obamacare.

President Trump commits to give access to health coverage tailored to your individual needs, not a one-size fits all option determined by government bureaucrats in Washington.

EXPAND TELEHEALTH FOR MILLIONS

During the pandemic, President Trump took emergency action to expand access to telehealth to millions of Medicare beneficiaries.

President Trump commits to give Medicare beneficiaries access to telehealth regardless of where they live.

EXPAND STATE FLEXIBILITIES

President Trump granted States waivers from Obamacare that have reduced health insurance premiums by 11% (WI), 18% (CO), 20% (MN), and 30% (MD).

President Trump commits to give States the flexibility to lower premiums while still protecting pre-existing conditions.

MORE CHOICE FOR PATIENTS
LOWER PRESCRIPTION DRUG PRICES

- President Trump has lowered drug prices for the first time in 50 years through record setting generic drug approvals, lowering the cost of insulin for seniors, and paving the way for lower cost medicine alternatives to be imported from Canada for the first time.

- President Trump commits to guarantee American patients and American seniors get the best drug prices in the world.

TRANSPARENT PRICING

- President Trump took the most aggressive action in history to ensure that patients have access to real price information before they go to the hospital.

- President Trump commits to make sure Americans can shop based on price before they receive care.

END SURPRISE BILLING

- President Trump eliminated surprise bills for COVID-19 related care.

- President Trump commits to prohibit surprise medical bills that patients had no meaningful ability to plan for in advance.

CUT WASTE, FRAUD, AND ABUSE

- President Trump took on special interests and lobbyists. He strengthened the ability for Medicare to stop fraud before it happens so more dollars are spent on patients.

- President Trump commits to ensure Medicare patients are not arbitrarily up-charged for receiving care at one doctor’s office or hospital rather than another.

LOWER COSTS FOR PATIENTS
BETTER CARE FOR PATIENTS
PROTECT PEOPLE WITH PRE-EXISTING CONDITIONS

President Trump has taken unprecedented action to provide better access and care for those with a variety of pre-existing health conditions, including: covering testing and treatment for COVID-19, helping those with substance use disorder, improving kidney care, and ending HIV/AIDS.

President Trump commits to always ensure patients with pre-existing conditions have access to the care they need.

INNOVATIONS IN TREATMENT FOR COMPLEX AND COMMON MEDICAL CONDITIONS

President Trump has dedicated unprecedented resources for COVID-19 therapeutics and vaccines, substance use disorder, HIV/AIDS, pediatric cancer, kidney disease, Sickle Cell Disease, Alzheimer’s disease, and has given terminally ill patients the right to try.

President Trump commits to dedicate the resources necessary to treat and research medical conditions Americans face, including cancer, heart disease, severe mental illness, and any new infectious disease threats to the American people that emerge.

EASY CONTROL OVER YOUR MEDICAL RECORDS

President Trump took action to give patients back control over their own health data.

President Trump commits to cutting red tape to ensure patients and doctors have access to their health information in a secure and timely manner.

ACCESS TO DOCTORS YOU TRUST WHEN AND WHERE YOU NEED THEM

President Trump has created new ways for Medicare to pay doctors and hospitals, especially in rural areas, to ensure Americans will have access to the care they need.

President Trump commits to improve access to innovative arrangements like direct primary care, and stop the radical agenda to end access to your doctor through government takeovers that lead to socialized medicine.

BETTER CARE FOR PATIENTS
PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP